
NetNordic’s service ensures your 
company’s cyber security through 
top-tier experts and advanced  
technology - with full cost transparency. 

Major challenges in managing 
Cyber Security today
The alarming amounts of cyber security threats 
companies are facing today have grown the need for 
tools such as SIEM and Centralized Log Management 
and prompted the demand for continuous monitoring 
and preventative actions.

NetNordic SOC is an all-in-one security solution that 
works 24/7/365 in order to ensure the security of 
your entire organization.

The service is built to integrate seamlessly with the 
current IT environment of your business and it includes  
both all needed technology and the cyber security 
experts - without any separate license fees.

A security service that seamlessly  
integrates with your IT-environment

www.netnordic.com

NetNordic 
Security Operations Center

An ISO 27001 certified solution that covers the whole 
infrastructure, clouds, and third-party solutions.

Access to top-tier cyber security experts that monitor your data 
24/7/365

A centralized log management view for all the data traffic in 
your company

The service enables you to identify leaks and misuse in no time 
- making it possible to react on threats quickly

Increased cost-predictability, as the service works at a fixed 
and transparent price

An endlessly scalable service that is made to grow with you – 
no matter how big your company gets

Instant access to expertise, 
technology, and scalability
NetNordic SOC solves your security dilemmas by 
providing the following assets to your company:



NetNordic’s Security Operations Center is a comprehensive service 
for cybersecurity monitoring and provides first-class protection for 
organizations that enables real time response to various information 
security anomalies. 

By combining advanced technology, experts, and an innovative tier-
model of working, your company is protected against the abuse of 
information processing systems, data breaches and data leaks. Your 
security operations are monitored around the clock at our on-site 
Security Operations Center. 

212 days is the average time
it takes for a company to detect 
a cyber security incident (*Upguard, 2022).

NetNordic SOC detects and reacts within minutes.

NetNordic has developed a risk-associated working model for pro-
active security work that is based on radically reducing the risks of 
being seriously affected by a cyber attack combined with advanced 
ability to detect cyber attacks. The model is based on the foundation 
of strong prevention, strong analytical ability to quickly detect and 
investigate threats, and to effectively act and automate measures 
against attacks. 

A continuous “learning loop” and process for risk understanding  
ensures that NetNordic and the customer have a common basis  
to use for risk mitigation and reporting to business management. 

The NetNordic SOC is provided as a continuous service that includes 
personnel resources that have all undergone security clearances,  
hardware, licenses, support and maintenance services and 24/7 
monitoring. 

Our service is built on full transparency. Together with regular reporting 
we give you access to your company’s real-time data and audit trail in 
our Customer Portal. 

Experienced Cyber Security Experts working 24/7

NetNordic Security Operations Center
Managed Security Services - a complete service model



NetNordic Security Operations Center
First-class protection for organizations Our Security Operations Center

Detects and Responds to all threats for you!

For a good working environment, where the experts’ 
knowledge is really used and continuously developed 
- the traditional way of organizing a SOC simply does 
not work.

All SOC’s have in common the task of detecting, 
analyzing and counteracting cyber attacks and 
incidents. Most solutions only give value in notfying 
you about these attacks. NetNordic SOC goes  
beyond reporting on security incidents. 

NetNordic SOC differs from the traditional service  
desk SOC in several ways in regards to methodology,  
transparency and the underlying safety technologies 
and processes that enable the work. 

We aim to be your best cyber security companion. 
Through continuous communication and smart 
automations we work to enhance your team’s security 
knowledge whilst minimizing all security risks in your 
IT infrastructure. 

By collecting log data from both systems, software 
and network devices, we are able to analyze your  
organization’s network traffic in real-time and advise 
on important improvements. We keep you updated 
and informed with monthly development meetings.

When we detect any potential leaks and misuse, 
we’ll aid you in reacting quickly to stop any intruders. 
Whether it’s preventing, detecting or reacting  
on threats... 

– we are here for you every step of the way. 



Would you detect an attacker 
inside of your IT environment?

A Modern
Security Operations Center
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